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First Printing Corrections

Pg Error Correction

7 First paragraph, last sentence:

...code with #region and #endregion. ...code with #Region and #end Region.

24 Question 3, answer:

Answers A, B, C, and D. Answers A, C, and D. Answer B is not
correct. An inherited class does not have
access to private properties of the parent
class.

26 Question 7, answer, fifth sentence:

...and answer D is incorrect... ...and answer E is incorrect...

30 Tip, first sentence:

...controls have a z-order property... ...controls have an implied z-order
property...

155 Note, add sentence to end: You'll still have to close the DataReader in
order to have it close the Connection in this
case.

235 Fourth paragraph, first sentence:

...whereas the NelpNavigator and ... ...whereas the HelpNavigator and ...



263 Question 9, answer:

Answer C is correct. Answer B is correct.

269 Table 12.1, first entry description:

Returns False if the specific condition is not
met

Displays a message if a specified
condition evaluates to False.

271 Step 3, fifth and sixth lines of code:

New TraceSwitch("TestTrace", _
"Trace the factorial application")

New TraceSwitch("FactorialTrace", _
"Trace the Factorial Application")

This errata sheet is intended to provide updated technical information. Spelling and grammar misprints
are updated during the reprint process, but are not listed on this errata sheet.


